The effective fragment potential (EFP) method, a model potential for treating solvent effects and other intermolecular interactions, is interfaced with an electronic structure method, the fragment molecular orbital (FMO) method, that is able to retain high accuracy for ab initio calculations on large molecular systems. The accuracy of the total energies in this novel combined FMO/EFP method is assessed by comparisons with the conventional quantum mechanics (QM)/EFP method. The test cases are water clusters, a peptide, and a dianionic protein (treated with full QM and FMO) combined with water clusters (treated with EFP) at the RHF, B3LYP, and MP2 levels of theory. The basis sets employed range from minimal to augmented double zeta plus polarization. The energy differences between FMO/EFP and the conventional QM/EFP methods are within "chemical accuracy" (1 kcal/mol≈4 kJ/mol). The effective fragment potential ͑EFP͒ method, a model potential for treating solvent effects and other intermolecular interactions, is interfaced with an electronic structure method, the fragment molecular orbital ͑FMO͒ method, that is able to retain high accuracy for ab initio calculations on large molecular systems. The accuracy of the total energies in this novel combined FMO/EFP method is assessed by comparisons with the conventional quantum mechanics ͑QM͒/EFP method. The test cases are water clusters, a peptide, and a dianionic protein ͑treated with full QM and FMO͒ combined with water clusters ͑treated with EFP͒ at the RHF, B3LYP, and MP2 levels of theory. The basis sets employed range from minimal to augmented double zeta plus polarization. The energy differences between FMO/EFP and the conventional QM/EFP methods are within "chemical accuracy" ͑1 kcal/ molϷ 4 kJ/ mol͒.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many, perhaps most, chemical processes occur in solution. It is therefore important to devise theoretical methods that are capable of treating solvent effects on chemical and biochemical processes accurately and efficiently. An appealing and efficient approach is to employ a reliable level of quantum mechanics ͑QM͒ for the solute ͑reacting system͒, combined with a model potential ͑usually classical or semiclassical͒, often molecular mechanics ͑MM͒ for the solvent.
Recently, there has been increasing interest in designing multilayer approaches to solvation, such as a combination of QM and MM, a continuum model such as the polarizable continuum model ͑PCM͒, 1 or a statistical model, such as the reference interaction site model. 2 In general in such hybrid approaches, the QM method is used for the important part of a system, where chemical processes occur, while classical or continuum methods are used to represent the solvent. Since MM methods generally utilize empirical parameters and the optimal parameters depend on the systems of interest, the corresponding potential energy functions have to be used carefully. In continuum methods, explicit solvent molecules are replaced by an implicit continuum. Continuum methods can simulate bulk solvent effects, but they have difficulty properly treating solute-solvent hydrogen bonding, anionic solutes, and ionic solvents.
The effective fragment potential ͑EFP͒ method 3-8 is a semiclassical approach that is derived from QM. The EFP method can be combined with QM to form an advanced QM/MM method, where EFP is a polarizable MM, including parametrized quantum effects ͑exchange repulsion and charge transfer͒. There are two versions of the EFP method, EFP1 ͑Ref. 3͒ and EFP2. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] EFP1 has been developed only for water and contains fitted parameters for the exchange repulsion/charge transfer term. EFP2 has no empirically fitted parameters and is therefore a completely general method for treating the whole range of intermolecular interactions, including solvent effects. 9 The primary focus of the present work is EFP1, which has been parametrized using both Hartree-Fock ͑HF͒ and density functional theory ͑DFT͒. 10 The EFP method has also been extended to the treatment of covalent bonds at the interface between the QM part and EFP regions. 11 Because of the size of biological molecules, the application of QM/MM methods can be expensive, even if the solvent is treated with MM methods. Frequently, the environment surrounding large molecules of the size of proteins must include hundreds or thousands of solvent ͑e.g., water͒ molecules, as well as other species, such as salts. 12 Similar comments apply to inorganic systems, such as polymers. 13 In general, if the solute ͑QM͒ part of the system is large ͑e.g., a protein or a polymer͒, the QM computational demands even for one point on the potential energy surface become too expensive for most computers. A large number of fragmentbased methods has been proposed to reduce the scaling of QM methods, 14 including the fragment molecular orbital ͑FMO͒ method suggested by Kitaura and co-workers, 15, 16 in which a large molecular system is divided into multiple fragments. The FMO method, 17 which has been implemented for most common types of wave functions, 18, 19 has been applied to systems containing more than 20 000 atoms. 20 Fedorov et al. 21 interfaced the FMO and PCM methods, thereby enabling the study of solvation for large molecules. Mochizuki et al. 22 developed excited state FMO methods based on configuration interaction and Chiba et al. 23 employed timedependent DFT for the same purpose. A large number of applications of the FMO method to protein-ligand binding and other problems 24 exhibit the practical usefulness and the potential of the method.
This study presents a hybrid FMO/EFP method, to enable accurate calculations of explicit solvation of large molecules. The accuracy of the FMO/EFP method is assessed by comparing its energy with the conventional QM/EFP energy ͑i.e., at the same level of theory but without fragmentation͒. As the validity of the QM/EFP has been established in a large number of earlier publications, 3, 6, 9 this work focuses on establishing that FMO/EFP very closely reproduces QM/EFP properties. A comparison of explicit solvation in this work to continuum models such as PCM ͑Ref. 20͒ may be an interesting topic for the future, given the strong dependency of the latter model upon the parametrization ͑atomic radii͒ and the full flexibility of the explicit models, hindered, however, by the need to perform an adequate configurational sampling, which seems especially difficult for solvation with its long relaxation in dynamics. An interesting alternative to this is the averaged solvent electrostatic potential ͑ESP͒ method, where the solvent is represented by "averaged" point charges obtained from molecular dynamics for explicit solvent.
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II. FMO/EFP EQUATIONS
Since the details of the FMO method are described elsewhere, 15, 16, 26 only a brief summary is given in this paper. In the FMO method, a large molecular system is divided into fragments, possibly by detaching some covalent bonds, and each constituent fragment is called a monomer fragment, while a pair of monomer fragments is called a dimer fragment.
First, consider the total FMO energy, for the case ͑called FMO2͒ in which only monomers I and dimers IJ are included in the expansion,
where E I is the energy of monomer I, E IJ is the energy of dimer IJ, and N is the total number of monomer fragments. For a monomer or dimer X, the fragment energy is obtained as
using the wave function X and the Hamiltonian H X for fragment n-mer X ͑X = I or IJ͒. X is determined by the molecular orbitals only on X. The Hamiltonian H X is
͑2͒
where i ͑or j͒ and A ͑or B͒ run over electrons and atoms, respectively. J ͑rЈ͒ is the electron density on fragment J, "all" on the above summations means that these run over the whole system, and the last term is the simple nuclear repulsion. The first term in Eq. ͑2͒ is the kinetic energy term, and the next three terms are, respectively, the one-electron electron-nuclear attraction term, the electrostatic ͑ES͒ interaction between an electron on fragment X and an electron density distribution on another fragment, and the twoelectron interactions within X.
The interaction between a molecular system represented by a FMO wave function and an EFP1 ͑Ref. 3͒ must be added into the FMO fragment energy as follows:
where the potential V X EFP consists of the Coulomb, polarization, and remainder terms,
In the last term of Eq. ͑4͒, the rem superscript represents those parts of the potential that are obtained in the fitting process. For the HF version of EFP1, 3 this includes the exchange repulsion and charge transfer interactions. For the DFT version of EFP1, 10 the remainder terms include some short-range correlation. In EFP2, 6 there are no fitted terms. Instead, exchange repulsion, 4,27 dispersion, 7 and charge transfer 8 are treated separately and derived from first principles. The integration of each of these three terms with QM is currently in progress. The following discussion pertains primarily to EFP1. The total FMO/EFP energy may be written as,
The last term in Eq. ͑5͒ is the EFP-EFP interaction energy, which is not affected by FMO electron densities. For the Coulomb ͑Coul͒ interaction between an EFP and the QM ͑FMO͒ system, the potential function can be represented as,
where , ⌰, and ⍀ are the EFP dipole, quadrupole, and octupole moments, respectively, and F a ͑r C ͒, F ab Ј ͑r C ͒, and F abc Љ ͑r C ͒ are the electric field, field gradient, and field second derivative operators, respectively, at the EFP multipole expansion point C ͑all ES moments used in EFP are derived from the distributed multipolar analysis by Stone 28 ͒; r C = r − R C , where R C is the vector of three Cartesian coordinates of C. The EFP multipole expansion points are all atom centers and bond midpoints. N Coul is the total number of EFP multipole expansion points. For simplicity, the trivial Coulomb interaction between EFP charges and QM nuclei is omitted in Eq. ͑6͒; this interaction is constant during the SCF iterations. Since Eq. ͑6͒ is just a point multipole model for EFPs, it can be improved to account for overlapping electron densities ͑of EFP and QM͒. Practically, multiplying Eq. ͑6͒ by a distant-dependent cutoff function leads to the following expression:
The fitting parameters ␣ C and ␤ C are explained in Ref. 3 . Such screening is implemented for the charge ͑monopole͒ and dipole terms; 29 the former is used in the present work. The FMO/EFP remainder term ͑referred to henceforth as the repulsion term͒ for FMO fragment monomer or dimer X appearing in Eq. ͑4͒ can be straightforwardly added into Eq. ͑2͒ as a one-electron operator,
where m and i run through the repulsion expansion points in an EFP and the electrons on X, respectively, and N rem is the total number of repulsion expansion points. Practically, the ab initio electron exchange repulsion plus charge transfer contributions are fitted to Gaussian functions for water dimer. 6 The resulting EFP1 Hamiltonian for X is written as follows:
However, the polarization potential is not yet included in Eq. ͑7͒. The polarization interaction, which arises from the dipole-induced dipole interaction must be iterated to selfconsistency during the SCF calculation. To derive the polarization energy contribution between FMO fragments and EFPs, first consider the polarization energy E pol in terms of induced dipoles in Ref. 3 ,
where i and i Ј are the total and orbital induced dipole moment vectors at the polarizable point i in EFP, respectively. The polarizable points are taken to be the centroids of the localized molecular orbitals in the effective fragment. For example, for water there would be four such points, corresponding to the two bond pairs and the two lone pairs. Inner shells are usually omitted. N pol is the total number of polarizable points. The induced dipoles are obtained using the relations
␣ i and ␣ i T are the corresponding polarizability tensor and its transpose, respectively. The ES field vectors F i are defined below.
The total field at polarizable point i is divided into three contributions,
nuc is the ES field vector from the QM region computed from the wave function ͉͘; the operator f i el describes the ES field at point i, added to the QM nuclei field F i nuc . F i efp is the field vector due to the static multipoles on the other EFP fragments ͑that is, all fragments except the one to which the polarizable point i belongs͒, and
is the field vector from the induced dipoles on the other EFP fragments. So i Ј originates from the many-body polarization ͑the dipole moments induced by the field of the induced dipoles͒. Then,
This leads to
The first two summations in Eq. ͑10͒ directly contribute to the QM electron density. Now, consider the third sum in Eq. ͑10͒. F i can be divided into the field due to the dipole induced by the QM field and the field due to the dipole induced by the EFP field of the other EFP fragments:
Inserting this relation into the third line of Eq. ͑10͒,
The final form of Eq. ͑12͒ separates the purely EFP terms from QM contributions. That is, the last two summations in Eq. ͑12͒ contribute to the QM part, while the first summation is the pure EFP interaction, which can be treated independently.
The foregoing description addressed the general EFP-QM interface. Now, consider the specific details for the case that the QM method is the FMO method. In order to obtain the variationally determined FMO energy that includes the effect of the EFP fragments on the QM part of the system, one must solve the SCF equations in which the EFP polarization is included. This is discussed next.
The functional form of the Lagrange multiplier method can be generated ͑see Ref. 3͒ so as to satisfy the variational condition for the FMO monomer or dimer fragment X, by confining the first two summations in Eq. ͑10͒ and the last two summations in Eq. ͑12͒ to those for X and adding them into the Lagrangian functional L X ,
where
In Eq. ͑13͒, ͉ X ͘ is the wave function for FMO fragment X, W X is the Lagrange multiplier for X, and f i el,X and F i nuc,X are the field vectors at polarizable point i due to the electron and nucleus in X, respectively. The variation of functional L X is given by,
Applying Eq. ͑9͒ and the condition ␦L X = 0 to Eq. ͑15͒ gives
where the acronym c.c. stands for complex conjugate. The SCF equation for fragment X is obtained from
͑16͒
This is, essentially, a typical SCF equation, with the Hamiltonian modified by the polarization-related terms, given by the right hand side of Eq. ͑16͒. The total energy W X is found by solving Eq. ͑16͒. As will be shown below, E X is not given by W X + E X pol ; due to the self-consistent treatment, a post factum correction to this sum is needed, as shown below.
The total fragment energy E X ͓given by Eq. ͑3͔͒ is
Now, note that multiplying both sides of Eq. ͑16͒ by ͗ X ͉ leads to
Thus, by using the definition of E X pol ͑given by E pol in Eq. ͑10͒ and adapted to a FMO monomer or dimer fragment X͒,
The last expression provides the means to calculate monomer ͑X = I͒ or dimer ͑X = IJ͒ energies, using the converged wave functions ͑from SCF using the Hamiltonian on the right hand side of Eq. ͑16͒͒.
Practically, to do FMO/EFP calculations, one has to modify the Hamiltonian of monomers and dimers, as shown in Eq. ͑16͒ ͓which includes terms in Eq. ͑7͒ implicitly͔, by adding EFP-related operators. In addition, the SCF energies ͑W X ͒ are corrected according to Eq. ͑17͒, giving the monomer or dimer energies E X . Finally, the EFP-EFP term E EFP-EFP ͓see Eq. ͑5͔͒ is added to the total energy. Very briefly, to do FMO/EFP calculations, one performs SCF computations for each fragment in the polarizable field of other FMO and EFP fragments, until all FMO fragment energies converge. Consequently, dimer calculations are computed just once in the field of other FMO and EFP fragments. Finally, total properties, such as the energy E FMO/EFP , are computed from those of the fragments or their pairs, as given below. Many-body effects are included beyond the two-body level, due to the many-body inclusion of the ES interaction and polarization. For a solute system in which the fragments are connected with covalent bonds, no hydrogen caps are used, as is conventional in FMO. 15 The total energy for the whole system is,
The polarization contribution to the total EFP-EFP energy E EFP-EFP is the first term in Eq. ͑12͒,
III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Several systems were chosen for test calculations of the FMO/EFP method. The first example is a water cluster consisting of a total of 512 water molecules, in which some water molecules are assigned to the FMO region of the system, while the others are in the EFP region. The original geometry of the cluster was obtained from the molecular dynamics ͑MD͒ simulation by Li et al. 30 Such molecular cluster calculations are easy to manually set up in FMO. For fragments connected by covalent bonds, the FACIO modeling software 31 can be used, e.g., by automatically processing the protein data bank ͑PDB͒ data. The levels of theory used in this study are restricted HF ͑RHF͒, DFT with the B3LYP functional 32 ͑note that new functionals are becoming available which appear to offer very good performance in describing hydrogen and dispersion-driven bonding 33 ͒ and second order perturbation theory ͑MP2͒ applied only to the QM region. In DFT, a 96ϫ 12ϫ 24 spherical grid was used. All calculations used spherical ͑5d͒ atomic orbitals ͑AOs͒.
The RHF and DFT ͑Ref. 10͒ versions of EFP1 water are employed when RHF and B3LYP are used for the QM part, respectively. For the MP2 calculations, the EFP1/DFT version is used for the water molecules, which is known to perform better than EFP1/RHF for either DFT and MP2 description of QM; and in future it may be useful to construct an EFP1/MP2 potential with the dispersion interaction. The basis sets used for the water clusters are STO-3G, 34 6-31G ͑Ref. 35͒ and aug-cc-pVDZ. 36 The QM regions of the water clusters discussed here contain 16, 24, 32, and 64 water molecules ͑the numbers of the remaining EFP water molecules are 496, 488, 480, and 448, respectively͒.
The approximations to the FMO ESP ͑Ref. 16͒ are switched off in General Atomic and Molecular Electronic Structure System ͑GAMESS͒, 37 and the ES dimer approximation ͑DIM-ES͒ was used: If the intermolecular distances between the closest atoms on the constituent monomers divided by the sum of the corresponding van der Waals radii exceed a threshold R DIM-ES ͑2.0 by default for the two-body expansion FMO2; R DIM-ES = 4.0 is used in the three-body FMO3 method 26 to balance the trimer corrections͒, then the dimer SCF calculation is replaced by the dimer ES approximation utilizing the already converged monomer MOs. 16 In this work, FMO/EFP refers to FMO2/EFP ͑only monomers and dimers are included in the FMO method͒, unless other-
To demonstrate the versatility of the FMO/EFP method for covalently bonded fragments, the glycine tetramer capped with methyl and hydrogen at the two termini is immersed in a 58 water cluster, and the small protein, chignolin ͑PDB ID: 1UAO͒ 38 consisting of 10 residues is studied in a 157 water cluster. The model 1 structure of chignolin was chosen from the PDB. The 157 water molecules surrounding chignolin were located so as to be packed within 5 Å from chignolin; this is accomplished using the chemical modeling software, VEGA. 39 The structures of the hydrated tetraglycine and the hydrated chignolin were optimized using the FMO-RHF/EFP method with the cc-pVDZ and 6-31G ‫ء‬ ͑Ref. 35͒ basis sets, respectively, 40 both with one fragment/one residue partition. The FMO ES approximations 16 for the tetraglycine optimization were set to the default values ͑be-cause of the compactness of this system, the approximations are not applicable͒, while for the chignolin optimization, R ESP-PC = 2.5 was used 41 ͑default is 2.0͒, and the other approximations were set to the default values. R ESP-PC is used for the FMO ES approximations: The two electron integrals of the external ESP are approximated by the corresponding one electron integrals with Mulliken point charges ͑PC͒ for well separated fragments ͑determined by the value of the distance R ESP-PC ͒. For single point energy calculations of hydrated chignolin, the default value of R ESP-PC = 2.0 was used. The reason the ESP-PC approximation threshold rises to R ESP-PC = 2.5 just for the geometry optimization of the hydrated chignolin is that the ESP-PC approximated FMO gradients 41 are not fully analytic, and by increasing this threshold the gradient accuracy can be improved. For hydrated tetraglycine, the basis sets used for the single point energy calculations are STO-3G ͑Ref. 34͒ and cc-pVDZ, 36 while 6-31G ‫ء‬ ͑Ref. 35͒ was used for the hydrated chignolin. The FMO single point energy calculations on hydrated chignolin were carried out with a one fragment/ one residue partition as well as a one fragment/two residues partition. For both systems, the water molecules are treated with EFPs, while the tetraglycine and chignolin are treated with the FMO method.
The calculations described above employed the EFP1/ RHF method, which is limited to water as the solvent. In some of the calculations that are discussed below, the R DIM-ES approximation threshold is varied. This threshold governs the distance at which the actual SCF calculations on pairs of fragments is replaced by the ES interaction between fragments that are separated by R DIM-ES . FMO approximations such as R ESP-PC or R DIM-ES apply to unitless distances, 16 given by the interatomic distances divided by the sums of the atomic van der Waals radii, so that typically, if the contact atoms are O and H, the threshold of 2.5 corresponds to ͑1.4+ 1.2͒ ϫ 2.5= 6.5 ͑Å͒. The integral accuracy was raised to about 10 −12 , and the SCF convergence to 10 −7 , both in the SCF and in the loop over FMO fragments determining their self-consistent convergence. The molecular structures in the figures are drawn by MacMolPlt. 42 The development of the FMO/EFP method and the test calculations were done in the GAMESS package. Table I and the left three columns of Table II show the errors of the FMO/EFP energies relative to the conventional QM/EFP energies of the water clusters calculated at the RHF, B3LYP, and MP2 levels of theory with the basis sets STO-3G, 6-31G, and aug-cc-pVDZ, varying the R DIM-ES values. The energy errors as a function of R DIM-ES values appearing in Table I and the left three columns of Table II are plotted in Fig. 1 for the respective basis sets. In Fig. 1 one can see that the default value of R DIM-ES = 2.0 or R DIM-ES = 2.5 is very reasonable except perhaps for the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set ͓Fig. 1͑c͔͒, for which the value of 2.5 or 3.0 may be used to fully account for the QM effects between pairs of fragments. In Fig. 1͑a͒ ͑STO-3G basis set͒, even for the largest QM cluster, 64 QM/448 EFP waters ͑represented by the solid lines͒, the errors are within chemical accuracy for the smaller values of R DIM-ES . For example, one can see in Table Ia that the largest error is 2.80 kJ/mol ͑B3LYP͒ for R DIM-ES = 2.0. However, ab initio MO methods need at least 6-31G to discuss meaningful chemical properties. Figure 1͑b͒ shows that all of the water clusters, except the 64 QM/448 EFP cluster, converge to reasonably small errors at the larger R DIM-ES values. As seen in Table Ib and Fig. 1͑b͒ , however, the 64 QM/448 EFP water cluster at the B3LYP level tends to converge to a greater error ͑Ϫ5. Table Ib͒ , whereas the FMO3/EFP error is 0.01 kJ/mol. For this system, the MP2 calculations exhibit similar trends as RHF for both the FMO2/EFP and FMO3/EFP methods.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Water clusters
B. More accurate water cluster energies
Quantitative intermolecular interactions of water clusters will probably require at least diffuse functions in the basis set. The comparisons with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set are described in Table II and Fig. 1͑c͒ . For all of the water clusters except the 64 QM/448 EFP water cluster, all of the energy errors using the larger basis set are within chemical accuracy at all three levels of theory. The addition of diffuse functions is expected to make the FMO estimates of intermolecular interactions worse because the fragment-based description in the presence of diffuse functions is less accurate. However, because all the errors are within chemical accuracy as illustrated in the table and figure, it is concluded that FMO/EFP can estimate intermolecular interactions quantitatively. For the 64 QM/448 EFP water cluster, the RHF and B3LYP energy errors converge to larger values at larger R DIM-ES values, whereas the MP2 errors converge to a relatively small value, as seen in the left three columns of Table  II and Fig. 1͑c͒ . Nevertheless, the errors are still large at the larger R DIM-ES values. Therefore, FMO3/EFP calculations were performed for the 64 QM/448 EFP water cluster. At the RHF and B3LYP levels, the errors were Ϫ1.19 and Ϫ2.27 ͑kJ/mol͒, respectively, for R DIM-ES = 5.0. The MP2 calculation gives the very small error of Ϫ0.27 kJ/mol at R DIM-ES = 4.0, by balancing the approximations as mentioned above.
To analyze the errors in the FMO2/EFP calculations, the EFP water molecules were removed and then only the FMO2 and conventional QM calculations were carried out at the aug-cc-pVDZ level. The errors are shown in the right side columns of Table II , and they are somewhat smaller than those with EFP water molecules, which implies that the FMO-EFP interactions increase errors to some extent.
C. A covalently bonded system
Since the fragments in water clusters are not covalently bonded to each other, it is important to proceed to analyze systems in which the QM region is covalently bonded, in order to demonstrate the versatility of the FMO/EFP method. Hydrated tetraglycine is such an example. The optimized structure of this system is shown in Fig. 2 . The FMO/EFP error relative to the corresponding conventional QM/EFP energy and the total interaction energy between the tetraglycine and water molecules are estimated in Table III . For the STO-3G basis set, all of the energy errors are within chemical accuracy. For the cc-pVDZ basis set, however, the energy errors at RHF, B3LYP, and MP2 levels are, respectively, Ϫ5.84, Ϫ24.80, and Ϫ7.55 kJ/mol, all beyond chemical accuracy.
A comparison of the FMO-EFP interaction for the three methods ͑RHF, DFT, and MP2͒ in Table III illustrates that ͑a͒ there is a quite substantial basis set effect and STO-3G significantly underestimates the interaction and ͑b͒ DFT and MP2 values are very similar to each other. The similarity between the DFT and MP2 results is due in part to the fact that EFP1/DFT was used for both sets of calculations. The small difference in the interaction energy comes from the wave function derived quantities ͑ES moments͒. RHF-based EFP overestimates the solute-solvent interaction, which is not unexpected; this overestimation can also lead to too short solute-solvent distances when the structure is optimized.
To investigate the reason why relatively large errors appear when the larger basis set is used, the calculations were repeated with no EFP water molecules. The resulting energy errors at RHF, B3LYP, and MP2 levels are, respectively, Ϫ4.35, Ϫ27.57, and Ϫ6.40 kJ/mol. So, the errors are mostly attributable to the FMO itself unlike the water clusters, where FMO-EFP interactions increased the error somewhat. This may be because the FMO fragments in water clusters are very small, and there were more EFP fragments. On the other hand, the errors amount to only a small percent of the total interaction energies listed in Table III . To determine the importance of three-body interactions, the FMO3/EFP energies were calculated for the hydrated tetraglycine system. The corresponding energy errors are dramatically reduced to 0.40, 0.33, and 0.35 kJ/mol. This is consistent with the observation 43 that three-body terms increase in importance as the size of the basis set is increased.
D. A small protein: Chignolin
Solvated proteins will be a primary focus of the FMO/ EFP method. In this study, therefore a small protein, chignolin, immersed in 157 water molecules is chosen for the FMO/ EFP test calculation. The optimized structure is depicted in Fig. 3 RHF, B3LYP, and MP2 / 6-31G ‫ء‬ levels of theory, respectively. The upper part of Table IV lists the FMO/EFP errors in the total energy of hydrated chignolin relative to the corresponding conventional QM/EFP energy at the same three levels of theory. For FMO2/EFP, the five-fragment system ͑one fragment/two residue partition: "5 frgs" in the table͒ gives much more accurate total energies than the tenfragment one ͑one fragment/one residue partition: "10 frgs"͒. The FMO2 / B3LYP/ 6-31G ‫ء‬ energy errors for the tenfragment system are an order of magnitude larger than chemical accuracy. On the other hand, the five-fragment system gives errors that are equal to or smaller than chemical accuracy. Note that the FMO ES approximations in the default settings are not made for the five-fragment system because of the closer distances between the fragments. For the FMO3/EFP calculations, the errors for the five-fragment calculation are significantly improved to Ϫ0.03, Ϫ0.06, and Ϫ0.06 kJ/mol for RHF, B3LYP, and MP2, respectively. The ten-fragment errors are still acceptable: 1.13, 2.21, and Ϫ0.13 kJ/mol at the respective levels of theory by using R DIM-ES = 4.0 and a proper threshold for the neglect of FMO/ MP2 electron correlation contributions, as seen in Table IV . When it comes to the cost performance, the FMO2/EFP with one fragment/two residue partition should be chosen for solvated proteins.
The single point energy calculations of chignolin without EFP water molecules were carried out as for the other systems. The solute structure is taken from the optimized structure of the hydrated chignolin. The lower part of Table IV shows the FMO2 energies relative to the conventional QM energies at three levels of theory and we conclude that the major part of the errors is not caused by EFP for this system.
E. Comparison between FMO/EFP and the full ab initio methods
To confirm that the FMO/EFP model adequately reproduces the intermolecular interactions mimicking the ab initio MO methods, QM/QM, FMO/FMO, and FMO/EFP calculations have been performed with the default setting for the FMO approximations, where the A / B notation means that method A is used for the solute and method B is used for the solvent. This facilitates the comparison of the quantummechanical treatment of the solvent ͑QM/QM and FMO/ FMO͒ with that by EFP ͑FMO/EFP͒. It is important to note in comparing the interaction energies that are predicted by EFP versus QM methods that since EFP is a classical model, it does not suffer from basis set superposition error ͑BSSE͒. On the other hand, QM methods, especially correlated methods and especially for modest basis sets, can suffer from significant BSSE. Correcting for BSSE is very complicated for large clusters, and the typical counterpoise correction can often overcorrect by as much as the original error. This means that systematically improving the basis set may be expected to bring the QM interaction energies closer to those predicted by EFP.
The tests were performed on phenol interacting with eight water molecules at the RHF/DH͑d,p͒ 44 level of theory ͑Table V͒. The structure was obtained from a previous study 19 of phenol in 16 water molecules, in which those that interact weakly with the phenol were removed, based on the FMO dimer interactions between the phenol and the water molecules. Figure 4 shows that the water molecules gather around the OH group of phenol.
The total interaction energies ⌬E TOT in the full ab initio methods were obtained with the supermolecule approach, while the FMO/EFP total interaction energy can be obtained just by subtracting the total energy of the solute molecule from the total FMO/EFP energy. For FMO the interaction energy here is not the sum of pair interaction energies, but it includes the monomer energy change as well, and corresponds to the cluster formation energy. The FMO/EFP interaction energy of the hydrated phenol system is overestimated by about 15 and 10 kJ/mol, compared with QM/QM and FMO/FMO, respectively. 
V. CONCLUSION
The energy expression of the hybrid method FMO/EFP has been successfully derived and it has been implemented in GAMESS. It was tested computationally and numerically. The accuracy of the FMO/EFP method has been ensured numerically for all the systems, which have been tested in this study, as long as the appropriate approximations are used. The levels of theory available in FMO/EFP are RHF, MP2, and B3LYP, and at least STO-3G, 6-31G, 6-31G
‫ء‬ , cc-pVDZ, and aug-cc-pVDZ basis sets are feasible as described above. It is recommended that proteins in water should be cut with one fragment/two residue partition for the FMO2/EFP calculation. The FMO/EFP method is parallelized with distributed data interface ͑DDI͒ ͑Ref. 46͒ or generalized ͑G͒ DDI ͑Ref. 47͒ implemented in GAMESS, but the detailed timings are not discussed here. The FMO-EFP potential consists of just one-electron operators, so the calculations of the integrals are much faster than FMO twoelectron integrals. Therefore, there is very little extra time required to add EFP fragments to FMO.
Based on the FMO/EFP energy expression obtained in this study, the FMO/EFP gradient can be derived and implemented in GAMESS. This will be discussed in a future paper. Combining FMO/EFP with the Monte Carlo ͑MC͒ code 48 enables one to do the MC global geometry optimization of solvated large solutes such as solvated proteins. Another possible improvement would be to use an EFP for some covalently bound fragments and FMO for another part, in a QM/MM-like FMO/EFP method.
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It is also important to mention that the combination of FMO with EFP2 will make it possible to treat large solute systems ͑FMO͒ in any solvent systems ͑EFP2͒. This is essential, for example, to compare the effect of various solvents including mixed solvents for a given solute. 
